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1. INTRODUCTION
 In 1 , Wielandt gave an elegant treatment of subnormality in finite
groups, which leads to a number of criteria for a subgroup H of a finite
group G to be subnormal. Among these are the following.
Ž . ² :Ga H is subnormal in H, g for all gG.
Ž .Gb H K is subnormal in K for all 2-generator subgroups K of
G.
Ž .Gc For all hH, gG, there is a positive integer n such that
 the iterated commutator g, h, . . . , h , with n entries equal to h, lies in H.
Here we draw attention to similar criteria concerning finite rings. We
suspend the normally useful convention that rings have identity elements,
Žand we recall that a subring S of a ring R is said to be a subideal written
.S si R if there is a finite chain
S R  R    R  R ,m m	1 0
such that R is an ideal of R for i 1, . . . , m.i i	1
THEOREM. Let S be an additie subgroup of a finite ring R and suppose
that either S is a subring or R is semisimple. Each of the following conditions
is equialent with S si R.
Ž .Ra S is a subideal of the ring generated by S and r for all r R.
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Ž .Rb S T si T for all 2-generator subrings T of R.
Ž .Rc For all s S, r R, there is a positie integer n such that both
Ž .n Ž .nsr and r sr lie in S.
Ž .To see that neither of the elements appearing in Rc can be dispensed
  Ž 2 .with, one may take F x  x for R and the image of F in R for S, where
F is a finite field. It is easy to construct finite nilpotent rings having
subgroups which are not subrings. Of course, subideals of finite semisimple
rings are direct summands and in particular they are ideals.
The other subnormality criteria arising from Wielandt’s work involve
conjugacy and do not appear to have direct analogues for rings. Thus, H is
a subnormal subgroup of finite group G if and only if H is subnormal in
its joining with each conjugate subgroup H g; on the other hand, the prime
field S of a field R coincides with its images under all automorphisms of R
and is not a subideal unless S R.
2. PROOFS
Most implications required in the proof of the Theorem hold without
any restriction on R. If S si R and T is a subring of R then clearly S T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .si T , and so Ra and Rb hold. Moreover, each of Ra and Rb implies
Ž .Rc . To prove this, we choose s S and r R and write T for the ring
Ž . Ž .generated by s and r. Each of Ra and Rb yields that S T si T , so that
there is a chain
S T T    T  T ,m 0
where T is an ideal of T for i 1, . . . , m. An easy induction shows thati t	1
2 i	1 2 i	1sr and r srŽ . Ž .
Ž .both lie in T for each i
 1, and Rc follows.i
Ž .It remains to prove that Rc implies that S si R, and for this implica-
tion some restriction on R is needed: we have to exclude, for example,
locally nilpotent rings having subrings which are not subideals. The hy-
pothesis that R should be finite is unnecessarily strong. We shall consider
rings R having a nilpotent ideal N such that RN is a direct sum of finite
simple rings. The class of such rings is closed with respect to subideals and
homomorphic images, and, by Wedderburn’s theorem, contains all finite
rings. The proof will be completed in a series of four lemmas, the first of
which is probably known.
LEMMA 1. Let S be an additie subgroup of a finite field F. If 1 F and
 4S  0 is closed with respect to taking inerses then S is a subfield.
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Proof. First suppose that char F 2. If s S and s1, then S
contains
2 1 1
 2 1	 s 1 s1	 s
and hence s2  S. Therefore if s , s  S then1 2
2 2 22 s s  s  s 	 s 	 s  S.Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
Thus S is a subring of F and hence a subfield.
Now suppose that char F 2. Suppose that n is even and that for all
 4 n	1 n1s S  0 the subgroup S contains 1, . . . , s . Write n 2m. If s  1
then S contains
1 1 1 s2  s2Žm	1.
  ,n1 	1 n	11 s1 s s  1 s s
n1  4 Ž .n1and so S contains s . Thus for each s S  0 we have 1 s  S
n  4and hence s  S. We conclude by induction that S  0 is closed with
respect to taking powers and that S is a union of subfields of F; let the
maximal subfields contained in S have orders 2 r1, . . . , 2 rk with r  r 1 2
  k r i   r11  r . Thus S Ý 2 . If k 1 then S 
 2 and hencek i1
Ýk 12Ž r1	r i.
 1, a contradiction. The conclusion follows.i2
LEMMA 2. Let R be the ring of all k k matrices oer a finite field F, for
Ž .some integer k
 1, and let S be a non-zero additie subgroup of R. If Rc is
satisfied then S R.
Proof. First suppose that k 1, so that R is a finite field. Taking
 4 	1 Ž . 	1s S  0 and r s in Rc , we see that 1 S and s  S. Therefore
S is a subfield of R by Lemma 1. Now taking s 1 and r an arbitrary
element of R, we see that r n, r n1  S for some positive integer n and
hence r S.
Ž .Next suppose that k 1 and let e ; i, j k be the usual matrix unitsi j
 4 Ž .in R. Let s  S  0 . If s  a1 for some a F then by Rc there is an0 0
n Ž .ninteger n 0 such that a e  a1.e  S. Thus there is a matrix11 11
Ž .s  s  S which is not in the centre of R. Replacing S, s by1 i j 1
Ž .conjugates under the action of GL F if necessary, we may suppose thatk
Ž .s  0. Taking s s and r e in Rc , we see that S contains an21 1 12
element
n
s  e s e  be with 0 b F .Ž .2 12 1 12 12
 Ž 	1 .nHowever s b e  e for all n, and so e  S.2 21 11 11
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Let 1 j k. For each n we have
n
e  e e e  e  e  eŽ . Ž .11 j1 11 11 j1 11 j1
Ž .nand so e  S. For each n we have e e  e , and so e  S.j1 j1 1 j j j j j
Finally, let f F and let 1 i, j k with i j. We have
n n
e  fe e e  fe 	 e e  fe  feŽ . Ž . Ž .j j i j j j j j i j j j j j i j i j
for each n, and so fe  S. However the elements fe with f F andi j i j
i j generate R, and Lemma 1 follows.
Ž .LEMMA 3. Let R be a direct sum of a family R ;  of ideals which
are finite simple rings, let S be a non-zero subgroup, and let  be the set of0
Ž .indices  such that S projects non-triially into R . If Rc is satisfied then S
is the direct sum of the ideals R with  ; in particular, S is an ideal of 0
R.
Ž .Proof. Let  . Because condition Rc is inherited by images,0
Ž .there is by Lemma 2 and Wedderburn’s theorem an element s  S
Ž .nwhose projection in R equals the identity 1 of R . Because s 1  1     
Ž . Ž .for each n, condition Rc yields that 1  S. The hypothesis Rc on R
and S is inherited by R and its subgroup R  S, and we have shown that 
R  S 0; therefore, another application of Lemma 2 shows that R  S, 
and Lemma 3 follows.
Lemma 3 completes the proof of the Theorem in the case when R is
semisimple.
LEMMA 4. Let R be a ring haing a nilpotent ideal N such that RN is a
Ž .direct sum of finite simple rings. If S is a subring such that Rc is satisfied,
then S si R.
Proof. We argue by induction on the least integer m with N m  0. By
Lemma 3, the result holds for m 1. Assume that m 1. Because all
hypotheses are inherited by images, we have SN m	1 si R. Because the
structural hypothesis on R is inherited by subideals, we may replace R by
SN m	1, and so may assume that R SM where MN and
MNNM 0. Thus SN is an ideal of R, and we may replace R by
Ž .R SN to assume that SN 0. This implies that
N SN MM ;Ž .
hence N 2  0 and S is a homomorphic image of R. If N is a nilpotent1
ideal of S then N N is a nilpotent ideal of R, so that N  SN 0.1 1
Therefore, S is a direct sum S of finite simple ideals. Let 1 be the 
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identity of a simple summand S and let kN. For each integer n 0 we
have
n n
1  k 1 1  k 	 1 1  k  k1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .     
and so k1  SN 0. Now for each n we have
n
1 1  k  1  1 k ,Ž .   
and so 1 k SN 0. Thus, kS  k1 S  0 and also S k 0. It    
follows that NS SN 0 and that S is an ideal of R. This completes the
proof of Lemma 4 and of the Theorem.
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